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Discovery of protein-coding palindromic repeats in
Wolbachia
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Recurrent use of existing genes through gene duplication
or lateral transfer is the most common evolutionary
mechanism to generate new protein-coding genes in
bacteria [1,2]. However, this leaves the question as to
the origin of the primordial gene pool unanswered, and
does not provide a comprehensive model for de novo
creation of new protein sequences during the course of
evolution. Rickettsia are rather unique in this context,
uniquely exhibiting mobile palindromic repeats (RPEs)
that are capable of creating new peptides (35–50 amino
acids) by inserting themselves within protein-coding
genes [3]. The recurrent application of such a process,
coupled with the accelerated evolution of the inserted
peptides, might in fact account for bona fide genomic
innovations [4,5]. Given its potentially enormous evolu-
tionary significance, it is paradoxical that this phenom-
enon is not encountered in many other bacteria. However,
the analysis of recently obtained Wolbachia genomes led to
the identification of (i) RPEs and (ii) a new family of
protein-coding palindromic repeats in these genomes,
suggesting that this puzzling evolutionary process is also
at work in Wolbachia.

Rickettsia andWolbachia are obligate intracellular para-
sites of the same family Rickettsiaceae of the a-proteo-
bacteria, associated with a variety of invertebrate species.
However, the two bacterial genera are quite distant
(Figure 1a), their divergence going back 400 to 800 million
years (My) [6]. The first evidence was obtained upon
analysis of the genome of Wolbachia pipientis wMel, an
arthropod-associated parasite [7]. In this genome, two
copies of the Rickettsia palindromic element-1 (RPE-1) [4]
were identified that exhibit significant sequence simi-
larities (E-value !1.0!10K4) [8] to previously identified
RPE-1 nucleotide sequences. The two wMel RPE-1
nucleotide sequences were predicted to fold into stable
hairpin-like structures. One of them (119bp) was found
within a non-coding region, the other (147bp) was found
within the carB gene. The protein encoded by carB is
likely to be functional, despite the presence of the inserted
repeat, for the following reasons. carB is predicted to
encode the large subunit of carbamoyl-phosphate
synthase, a key enzyme of the pyrimidine biosynthesis
pathway. The RPE-1 is inserted in-frame within the gene
and has a 49 amino acid peptide sequence similar to the
coding RPE-1 of Rickettsia, which has been described
previously (Figure 1b). The wMel-genome contains a
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single copy of carB and a single copy of carA (encoding
the small subunit of the enzyme). All genes for the
carbamoyl-phosphate to UMP pathway have been identi-
fied in the genome [7]. Furthermore, the analysis
performed on the basis of the three-dimensional structure
of Escherichia coli CarBA (PDB: 1C3O) indicates that
the RPE insertion site corresponds to a surface loop
(Figure 1c), and is compatible with the overall structure
and functions of the enzyme [9].

Evidence of a new family of palindromic repeats was
obtained through the examination of homologous long
insertions in different open-reading frames (ORFs) of the
wMel genome. Twenty-seven copies of repeated sequences
were identified (83 to 321bp long) and found to be dis-
tributed throughout the genome. These repeats resemble
RPEs in that they have a conserved 108bp-long palin-
dromic structure, and that they frequently occur within
predicted protein-coding genes (24 out of 27 cases).
However, this new repeat family exhibits no relationship
with the previously defined RPE families at the sequence
level. These repeats have been named WPEs for Wolba-
chia palindromic elements. Among the ORFs that exhibit
WPE inserts, five ORFs have precise functional annota-
tions: cell-wall-associated enzymes MurF and MurE,
cytochrome c biogenesis protein CcmF, biotin protein
ligase BirA, and geranyltranstransferase IspA. The pep-
tide sequences derived from these WPEs are shown in
Figure 1b. When three-dimensional structures of homol-
ogues were available, we were able to verify that the
insertions sites appeared structurally compatible with the
normal folding and function of the host proteins.

Recently, the genome of another Wolbachia species
(http://tools.neb.com/wolbachia/), a symbiont of the filari-
asis-causing nematode Brugia malayi (wBm), has been
determined. No clear homologues of RPEs could be found,
but WPE homologues were identified both in coding and
non-coding regions of the genome. The recent finding that
W. pipientis and Rickettsia felis can infect identical flea
species [10] suggests one route by which RPE-1 could have
been acquired by W. pipientis from a close encounter with
Rickettsia. Such a lateral transfer might not have
occurred in wBm.

The creation of new protein segments by palindromic
repeat insertion has therefore occurred in two related but
quite distant genera of a-proteobacteria. In general, the
genomes of obligate intracellular bacteria tend to accumu-
late neutral or slightly deleterious mutations [3]. How-
ever, similar phenomena have not yet been described in
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Rickettsia conorii (tick)
Rickettsia prowazekii (louse)
Wolbachia pipientis wMel (fly)
Wolbachia sp. wBm (nematode)
Escherichia coli

0.02 substitutions/site

R.conorii_RC0659    RHLAKPAYREEFKGDIECSTAAYKEVLEDTSTDSTSKLPLEAKFGKMS-
R.conorii_RC0209    RHLSKPAYREECTGDTERSTTAYMDILEDVSTGSTSKLPLEAKFVKIS-
R.conorii_RC0809    RHLFKPAYREGSKGDTEHSTAAYTLVREDASTGSTFKLPLEAKFGKMS-
R.conorii_RC0071    RHLAKFAYREEFKGDTKRSTAAYTLVREDASIGSTYKLPLEVEFGKMS-
R.conorii_TruB      RHLAKFAYREEFKGNTERNTTAYTLVREDASTGLTYKLPLEVEFGKMS-
R.conorii_UbiG      RHLSKLTYREELVGNMQHSTAAYALVREDASSRLTHKLPLEAEFEKMS-
R.conorii_GltX      TLLRHLPYREEFGGNTERSTAAYIDIREDASTGLTYKLPLAVELPKKF-
R.helvetica_polA    RPLSKLAYREEFKGDTERSTAAYKSVREDASTGSTSKLPLEVEFGKRP-
wMel_CarB           RPLAEPVCDEKSLGKVQMSTTEYSNVFEERRQALTTKLPSEIELCKRSS
                      * .    *   *. : .*: *  : *:     * ***   :: * 

WD0232_CcmF     PVSSSVIPVPRHWDPDNLIANEYIKQCNKNWIPVSSTGMTPERTNG------
WD0912_Unknown  -----CSPVPRHWDPENLTLNERTRLYNENWIPVSATWMTEERAGITGSPEE
WD0924_MurE     -----VIPVLDYLDPENLIANEHTKLHNKNWIPVSATCMT------------
WD1059_Unknown  FTEKDVIPVLDYLDPENLTVNERTRLYNKNWIPVSATCMT------------
WD1128_MurF     SALSSVIPVLDYLDPGSSIANEHIRLYNKDWIPASRAGMTSNRVANRLS---
WD0970_BirA     PTKDDVIRVAWHWDPENLITNGHIRLCNKNWIPVSRTGMTPHTTCKLQCSHS
                        *  : ** .   *   :  *::***.* : **

RPE

WPE
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(b)
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Figure 1. Protein-coding palindromic repeats in Wolbachia and Rickettsia. (a) A 16S rRNA phylogenetic tree showing the relationships between Rickettsia and Wolbachia.

Invertebrate hosts are indicated in parentheses on the right of the species names. The tree was constructed with the unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic mean

(UPGMA) method using MEGA [11]. (b) Amino acid sequence alignments of the RPE-1 repeats in Wolbachia pipientis wMel and Rickettsia, and WPE repeats identified in

W. pipientis wMel. For the WPE, only the conserved central part of the alignment is shown. The WPE in IspA exhibited a high level of sequence difference compared with other

WPEs and is not included here. The alignment was constructed using T-Coffee [12]. (c) Predicted insertion site of the wMel RPE-1 in the large subunit of carbamoyl-phosphate

synthase indicated by red arrows in the reference structure of the Escherichia coli enzyme (PDB: 1C3O). The E. coli enzyme is a tetramer of heterodimers, (a, b)4. CarA is

colored in magenta. Four different domains of CarB are colored in green, yellow, blue and red. Blue spheres on the right panel represent residues involved in catalytic

activities of CarB. Similar analyses have been done for four WPE-containing ORFs, for which the three-dimensional strucure of homologues were available [PDBs: 1E8C

(MurE); 1BIB (BirA); 1GG4 (MurF); 1RQJ (IspA)].
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other obligate intracellular bacteria. The presence of
unrelated families of coding palindromic repeats in
Rickettsia and Wolbachia now sheds a new light on these
peculiar genetic elements, prompting us to speculate that
they might be more centrally linked to the emergence or
adaptive mechanisms of these parasitic a-proteobacteria
than previously thought. It appears now more crucial than
ever to experimentally elucidate the consequences of the
repeat insertion on the functions of the host proteins.
www.sciencedirect.com
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